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Welcome to Arizona Intelligent Solution (AIS)
Empowering Financial Auditing with TVS

Arizona Intelligent Solution (AIS) is a leading software 
development company specializing in digital solutions 
for the modern market. With our expertise in developing 
cutting-edge technologies, we aim to help organizations 
seamlessly transition their legacy systems to meet the 
demands of digital transformation.

Arizona Intelligent Solution

Automate your financial auditing process with TVS, a robust 
and comprehensive solution designed by AIS. TVS empowers 
financial institutions to effectively control and monitor their 
financial transactions while ensuring compliance with national 
and international auditing regulations.

TVS: Transaction Verification Solution
Efficiently Control and Monitor Financial Transactions



cost reduction efficiency improvement

Enhance Your Auditing 
Capabilities

THE BENEFIT OF TVS

Reduce Auditing Costs: TVS automates the auditing 
process, eliminating the need for extensive manual reviews 
and reducing associated costs.

Ensure Compliance: Stay in line with national, international, 
and regulatory auditing rules and procedures, protecting your 
organization from penalties.

Improve Efficiency: Automate transaction verification, 
saving time and resources, and enhancing workflow quality.



Powerful Features to 
Optimize Auditing

Validation and Matching: 
Perform comprehensive 
validations and matchings 
on all  values levels.

Signature Recognition: 
Extract, retrieve, and recognize 
customer signatures from 
various sources, ensuring 
accuracy and authenticity.

Real-time Monitoring: 
Get instant alerts on any 
mismatches, enabling quick 
response and resolution of 
transaction discrepancies.

Dynamic Workflow: 
Manage validation cycles 
seamlessly through a dynamic 
workflow, with easy navigation of 
transaction validation history.

Integration and Connectivity: 
TVS integrates seamlessly with your 
existing systems through secured 
APIs, requiring no adjustments to 
your implemented infrastructure.

Comprehensive Reporting: 
Generate dynamic reports and 
customized dashboards to gain 
insights into transaction statistics 
and auditing results.



Why Choose TVS?

Unlock the Potential of 
Automated Auditing

Unparalleled Accuracy: TVS ensures precise transaction 
verification, eliminating human errors and reducing the 
risk of financial discrepancies.

Cost Savings: Automate your auditing process, reduce 
manual effort, and save costs associated with extensive 
auditing procedures.

Efficiency and Compliance: With TVS, your organization 
can efficiently comply with auditing rules and regulations, 
enhancing overall operational efficiency.



The information contained in this 
brochure is proprietary to Arizona 
Intelligent Solution (AIS) and may not be 
published, reproduced, or disclosed to 
any person outside the recipient's officers 
directly engaged in the evaluation of this 
document without prior written consent 
from AIS.

[Note]
The content in this brochure is for 
informational purposes only. Features, 
benefits, and specifications are subject 
to change without notice.
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To learn more about how TVS can 
Automate your financial auditing process, 

contact our expert team at AIS:



YES WE CAN

Empowering Financial Auditing with TVS

Unlock the potential of automated auditing with Transaction 
Verification Solution (TVS) by Arizona Intelligent Solution 

(AIS). Automate your financial transactions, ensure 
compliance, and drive efficiency. Contact us today to learn 

how TVS can revolutionize your auditing process.


